Organizing Freeway Usage to Reduce Congestion

Pity for the engineers at VTA.
Here in the heart of Silicon Valley, they put in
decades of work with very little to show. At best the
VTA oversees a large budget transit agency with
ever decreasing levels of ridership. And they have
done this for decades. That has got to be rough on
trained professionals.
Like many engineers in this valley, I built a career I am proud of by being a part
of the grand effort making nearly everything connected, intelligent and efficient.
There are thousands like me working here inventing the future with new ideas.
I remember the moment my career began. In 1973 and guy from a start-up
called National brought a microscope to our systems engineering class. One
look at a silicon chip with 100 transistors totally changed my world. Wow! A
Hundred logical switches in a tiny sliver meant that the door was now open to
connect everything. I jumped into that wonderful, aggressive powerhouse called
Silicon Valley where Ideas, and concepts collided in what we called ‘creative
confrontation’. Constantly greater levels of intelligence were spread by us across
every industry…, well almost every industry.
While my job path led me to be a happy cog in making significant improvements
in aircraft, autos, medical devices, and so much more, the poor schlumps at VTA
got left behind. Instead of developing the future, their great professional talent
got mired in the past.
Case in point was last months VTA series of public presentations for the Highway
85 corridor.
Every tax payer in this valley should feel pity for what
those people were forced to propose. Instead of a
vision for a connected transportation network, all that
was offered was a choice of a single bus lane or light
rail line extended down the center of a single freeway.
Linear, disconnected, un-networked and of course
unusable.
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What made it worst were the
answers given to the public
about tying it to real-world land
use. When asked, “Where is
the parking”?, They did not
know, “Where will people
transfer’”, They could not
answer; “What reduction on
Freeway congestion”? No
clue; And What are the
alternatives?, “Well, we’re
thinking of doing a grid” Seriously, a grid ?

Every form of transportation in this valley relies
on a level of certainty that the freeways are
flowing. You can not catch a train, plane, or
even make it to work on time when the
freeways get congested. Interconnected
freeways are the circulatory system for
everything in the valley. It is not a GRID, It is
a NETWORK and networks need hubs.
The good news is there is hope for a vast improvement in congestion reduction.
There is a reality based alternative available for study. Planners now explain that
the way to save our sea of suburban paradise is to support growing islands of
urbanization at destination hubs on the freeway network. That’s where people go.
This was the critical finding of the recent Cupertino forums on land use,
transportation and housing. Professional planners like Don Weden explained
the only way to save suburbia from congestion is to create focused denser urban
areas. Yes, planners are publicly stating “Density can reduce congestion if
done with intelligence’. Dr Weden called it “Santa Clara County 3.0”.
Other speakers were even more explicit: Urban centers can only succeed in
sucking up congestion when they’re big enough to be attractive destinations, in
key areas that mitigate gridlock as the jobs again concentrate at the Apples,
Tesla. and Googles. Look at the map.
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And local governments are listening and acting. Cupertino Council member Rod
Sinks has put together presentations that the solution gridlock must be to keep
the freeways flowing: And he is clear, that it can only be done by getting More
People Per Vehicle. Measurable success will occur when the freeways move at
national holiday speeds. That demands better use of vehicle assets.
Thus we have a goal that beggars the technical questions any good systems
engineer would ask: How best to get more people per vehicle. How best make
that connection happen? What will allow pedestrians, Lyft, busses, shuttles,
carpools and all the rest intermingle in a manner that does not add to gridlock?
And, in the words of a former VP at National, How to do it profitably?
NOW I suggest that the ONLY way to address these goals is to build grand
transit stations ABOVE the freeway to relieve the
vehicle crunch on the local streets and intersection.
Grand in that It must be beautiful, comfortable with
amenities to make the transit plaza a destination
itself. Think world class city pedestrian zones you
have loved.
And where better to place it than in the air above the fray: Above the freeway
itself. Airspace can cost less than building on surrounding prime real estate,
There is room to stretch out a grand station where people can meet and greet.

There are levels to make quick transfers of all sorts of
vehicles, next to known destinations, And all this is done without having to clog
local off ramps and streets. Vehicles are syphoned directly off the freeway
avoiding local streets.
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Plus if done at these new islands of urbanizations, height limits become moot.
Building taller in the center of a hub leaves open the surrounding suburban
vistas. It is a win-win building highly valuable prime property out of thin air.
Suburbia is saved for families again. Again, look at the map.
It may have made sense decades ago for the
VTA to abandon bus networks in favor of building
rail lines with matching federal funds. It was a
logical choice to get people to man phone banks
at election time. However, today all must admit it
has been a disaster for the technology capital of
the world. It is an embarrassment.
Back when I served on the VTA Pac in 2002 the level of transit usage was 4% of
all riders down from 6% two decades before. Now, 17 years after Measure A it
is now down to 3%. We risk being left behind choking on congestion.
No engineer would keep proposing a failing idea even if it sounded great on
paper. Does anyone remember V-MOS or the Newton? Engineers follow facts.
So In the immortal words of Jackson Browne: “I may not have the Answer but I
believe I got a Plan”.
The Plan is straight forward:
Apply some public/private money to validate this network/hub idea by targeting
one specific hub in Cupertino. Have San Jose State School of Engineering (my
Alma mater) study the effect of building in the airspace between the Apple Space
ship (12,000 daily commuters) and the Hills of Vallco (thousands more). Apple
has given Cupertino funds to help mitigate local congestion. This study would
yield better fruit than simply widening an offramp, and may well build this valley
out of gridlock. Plus it will create oodles of construction jobs.
And who has the Answer? You do. It is known to every engineer, drafts person,
technician, builder, and construction worker in this valley. We built ourselves into
this problem, we know what doesn’t work, Let’s systems engineer a better future.
Demand the study; Build the gathering places; link them into a network; and
retain the glory of our suburban comforts. That will give meaningful work for VTA
engineers for generations to come.
OK this is a lot to consider, so here are the key take-aways on the next page
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1. Every form of transportation needs flowing freeways.
It is our circulatory system. It connects all transit.

2. Decongesting the Freeways is an
achievable target every holiday

3. MORE PEOPLE PER VEHICLE is only way to
swiftly and efficiently unclogs freeways

4. Transfer people at a highly used
destinations, not on the street. A Dozen
Hubs in valley, Start at Apple-Vallco

Too Small for a site like this

5
Make the
vehicle exchange
ABOVE the freeway
to Eliminate local
street traffic. Build in
the Airspace above
6. Pay for it with Naming Rights, and
Development in the Air Space.
Oracle paid $100million above SF
Transit center. How much is it worth
to overlook Apple Spaceship?
What to do now?
Get an systems analysis study using either Cupertino or private monies

“Build the HALL and make the Market pay for it!”
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